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Adoption is magical! We are so ready for Baby to complete our
family. Our lifestyle allows us to be present for our children and
the mixture of our work, education, and passions creates a
family atmosphere where Baby can learn and grow, surrounded
by joy and love. We are honored to share more with you…
WE

ARE THRILLED TO SHARE
JOURNEY WITH YOU.

THIS

About

GREG

In high school, I participated in state competitions for wrestling, choir and I also lettered in track.
I don’t have a sweet tooth, I have sweet teeth! So far, I have visited 44 of 50 states and love driving to
see the glorious vistas and cultural differences that make us the heart of this country. I was truly
raised with meat and potatoes as a stable part of my diet. I thought sushi was cooking today’s catch
until I was 28 years old. I’d rather play any sport than watch it! I love watching movies and the
creativity of those whose imagination and storytelling allow me to truly see their vision. I experience
pure joy when we have family dance parties, remember Phoebe’s first snow, see Redford’s smile and
looking in Amanda Jane’s eyes and spending time snuzzling.

ABOUT

Amanda Jane

I love the color pink. My engagement ring is a pink sapphire! It’s such a happy and calming color that
symbolizes love. My favorite food is cinnamon rolls dripping in cream cheese frosting, not icing! We have
done taste tests in all the places we visit in hopes of finding perfection. My favorite hobby is all things
dance and fitness; yoga, pilates and dancing just about anywhere! I’m so blessed to have been a
professional dancer and have made a career from what I find joy in.
As a girl, I wanted to be a marine biologist and studied for many years to understand all I could about the
ocean. Now I am a retired professional dancer and cheerleader. I was a dance major and cheerleader at
UCLA and a pro-cheerleader for the Chicago Bulls. I have taught yoga, pilates, bodyweight exercise and
more for the past 26 years, exclusively online and part-time after owning my own studio in Los Angeles for
10 years. I work from home with Greg, so our children have us both at home. I am also a published writer
for a design and architecture magazine. Greg and I have our own business in real estate and design in
which we have vacation home retreats and design others as a family business. This endeavor is thrilling
because we get to do this together. We also get to travel between Arizona, Florida, Texas and South
Dakota and teach our children how to operate a successful business of integrity and sincerity.

Phoebe
FORD

Phoebe

Phoebe’s warmth and inclusiveness is what you are struck by right away.
She is loving, kind, silly and wants everyone to be happy. Phoebe is
passionate about crafting, reading, baking with Greg and dancing in our
living room. She has been teaching clients alongside Amanda Jane since
birth, so she knows a great deal about fitness and the human body.
Phoebe’s current goals are to be the best big sister to Ford and the baby,
as well as learn to run the family business and to become fluent in sign
language. She also wants to become a magician!

ford

Ford is fascinated with the build projects that our family is working on. He
loves to play with our puppy and learn sign language from his big sister,
Phoebe. Ford is such a happy toddler, ready for action and on the move! We
feel his love for us and his deep connection to our family. We are having so
much fun preparing him to transition from little brother, to Big Brother!

about our homes
We chose our home here in Phoenix because of the beauty of
the mountain range it is in. We also were drawn to the cultural
diversity of our neighborhood and proximity to hiking, biking,
and museums.
Our barn home is in Texas and the new projects near the Grand
Canyon and South Dakota are also very exciting. All three are
inspired by the cultural heritage of our children. Greg designs
the architecture and Amanda Jane designs the interior. We use
native textiles, fabrics, art, and furniture to honor their Native
American lineage, and feel it is so important they feel
connected to their culture.
A B O U T

A D V E N T U R E

We love our life full of adventure! Creating our homes and
experiencing the different areas has been so exciting, that we
decided to name our rescue dog, Adventure! He’s very goofy
and protective of us all. Adventure rarely leaves our side and
includes himself while Phoebe is in classes for school, Ford is
walking around exploring, Amanda Jane is writing a new
magazine article and Greg is in a meeting with his team.

our adoption journey
Adoption is the most profound journey and it allows for the world to become
a bit smaller and more connected because adoption includes two families.
There is an abundance of love bursting with each and every adoption plan.
We have experienced adoption twice now. Both of our journeys have been
vastly different but we would not change a thing! Phoebe was born in 2013
and was an incredibly fast experience, having been connected to her birth
mother the day before she was born. Ford was born in March 2021 and we
met his birth mother through Amanda Jane’s Mother’s friend.
We understand that you are mommy. This is your body, brain and heart
deciding to make this adoption plan. We promise to be as open-minded as
you need. We will love your child forever and will make their dreams a reality.
We promise to teach from our hearts, to lead by example and to always strive
to be better. Having fun will always be a daily part of our family life. We will
dance with each other every day! We will also recognize your genetic lineage
and cultural background. Our children are both of Hispanic and Native
American descent and are exposed to their beautiful cultures constantly. We
promise to follow our faith in the way we parent, have fun, run our businesses
and enjoy each other. We are influenced by the greatest grandparents our
children could hope for. We have higher-level educators, civil rights leaders
and artists for parents. They have certainly influenced us as people, parents
and members of our amazing world.
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Family Traditions
In our family, traditions include dancing every day, of
course! Also, we love to decorate our home for each holiday
and special event. We tend to go all out for birthdays and
pick a fun theme for each party. We firmly believe that
matching pajamas are not just for Christmas time, they are
also for Halloween, Valentine’s day and any other time of
the year! Watching UCLA and University Of South Dakota
games is another tradition that we are always excited
about. School spirit is fun and festive! One of our special
family traditions is snuzzle time! It includes snuggling and
being cozy. We like to call it “the art of the snuzzle!”
Attending church is another family tradition that connects
us deeper to our faith and to each other. We get to serve
our community on a deeper level and have our children be
part of the church choir. Our church is founded on
inclusion and acceptance of all, which is incredibly
important to us as a family.

thank you so much!
We appreciate you taking the time to read about us! Despite not having
yet met, we know your strength and love are immeasurable. We only
wish you health and happiness, now and forever.
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